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Let A ¼
PN
i;j¼1 qijDij þ
PN
i;j¼1 bijxjDi be a possibly degenerate Ornstein–Uhlen-
beck operator in RN and assume that the associated Markov semigroup has an
invariant measure m: We compute the spectrum of A in Lpm for 14po1: # 2002
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In this paper, we study the spectrum of the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck operator
A ¼
XN
i;j¼1
qijDij þ
XN
i;j¼1
bijxjDi ¼ TrðQD2Þ þ hBx; Di; x 2 RN ; ð1Þ
where Q ¼ ðqijÞ is a real, symmetric and nonnegative matrix and B ¼ ðbijÞ is
a nonzero real matrix. The associated Markov semigroup ðTðtÞÞt50 has the
following explicit representation, due to Kolmogorov:
ðTðtÞf ÞðxÞ ¼
1
ð4pÞN=2ðdetQtÞ
1=2
Z
RN
e	hQ
	1
t y;yi=4f ðetBx 	 yÞ dy; ð2Þ1Partially supported by the Italian National Project MURST ‘‘Analisi e controllo di
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Qt ¼
Z t
0
esBQesB
n
ds
and Bn denotes the adjoint matrix of B; see for instance [8]. We assume that
the spectrum of B is contained in C	 ¼ fl 2 C : Re lo0g and that det Qt >
0 for any t > 0 (that is, Qt is positive deﬁnite). This is clearly true, in
particular, if Q is invertible. We point out that the condition detQt > 0;
t > 0; is equivalent to the hypoellipticity of the operator @@t 	 A in ðN þ 1Þ
variables ðt; x1; . . . ; xN Þ; see [16], and it can be also expressed by saying
that the kernel of Q does not contain any invariant subspace of Bn
(see [16, 17, 19, 23]).
Assuming that det Qt > 0; in [9, Section 11.2.3] it is proved that sðBÞ 
C	 is equivalent to the existence of an invariant measure m for ðTðtÞÞt50; i.e.,
a probability measure on RN such thatZ
RN
ðTðtÞf ÞðxÞ dmðxÞ ¼
Z
RN
f ðxÞ dmðxÞ
for every t50 and f 2 CbðRN Þ; the space of all continuous and bounded
functions on RN : Moreover, the invariant measure m is unique and it is given
by dmðxÞ ¼ bðxÞ dx; where
bðxÞ ¼
1
ð4pÞN=2ðdet Q1Þ
1=2
e	hQ
	1
1 x;xi=4 ð3Þ
and
Q1 ¼
Z 1
0
esBQesB
n
ds:
For more information on invariant measures we refer to [10, 24]. It is well
known that ðTðtÞÞt50 extends to a strongly continuous semigroup of positive
contractions in Lpm ¼ L
pðRN ; dmÞ for every 14po1: Such a semigroup is
symmetric in L2m if and only if QA
n ¼ AQ; see [6], but we do not assume this
condition. Remark that, since QtoQ1 in the sense of quadratic forms, the
integral in (2) converges for every f 2 Lpm and x 2 R
N ; so that the extension
of ðTðtÞÞt50 to L
p
m is still given by (2).
Let us denote by ðAp; DpÞ the generator of ðTðtÞÞt50 in L
p
m: The main aim
of this paper is the computation of the spectrum of ðAp; DpÞ for 14po1: If
1opo1; it is known that the spectrum is discrete and consists of
eigenvalues of ﬁnite multiplicities, since the resolvent is compact, see [4]. Let
l1; . . . ; lr be the eigenvalues of B: For 1opo1; we show that sðApÞ ¼
fg ¼
Pr
i¼1 nili: ni 2 Ng and that all the generalised eigenfunctions are
METAFUNE, PALLARA, AND PRIOLA42polynomials and form a complete system in Lpm: We show that it is possible
to reduce the computation of the spectrum of A to that of its drift term
L ¼ hBx; Di; no matter what the diffusion term TrðQD2Þ is, see in particular
Lemma 3.2. Our method also allows us to compute the algebraic
multiplicities of the eigenvalues and to estimate their indices in terms of
the spectral properties of the matrix B: In particular, we ﬁnd that Ap is
diagonalisable, i.e., all its eigenvalues have index 1, if and only if the matrix
B is diagonalisable. As a by-product of our proof, we also show that the
spectrum is independent of p 21;1½(the p-independence of the spectrum is
however a consequence of the compactness of the resolvent, see e.g. [1]).
For p ¼ 1 the spectrum is completely different. In fact, the spectrum in L1m
is the closed left half-plane and every complex number with negative real
part is an eigenvalue. The drastic difference of the spectrum between the
cases p ¼ 1 and p > 1 is the same as for the harmonic oscillator, as shown in
[12], see also [11, Section 4.3], and in fact the operator H ¼ 	D2 þ x2 on
L2ðR; dxÞ is unitarily equivalent to a one-dimensional Ornstein–Uhlenbeck
operator in L2m; with dm ¼ p
	1=2e	x
2
dx:
Let us stress that we allow Q to have rank strictly less than N : However,
our main result seems to be new even in the nondegenerate case, that is when
Q is positive deﬁnite.
Let us mention another result of the paper. Assuming that Q is
nondegenerate, in [14] it is shown that ðTðtÞÞt50 is analytic in L
p
m; 1opo1;
even in the inﬁnite dimensional setting (see also [3, 8, 15, 18]). Under our
assumptions, in Section 2 we show that the semigroup ðTðtÞÞt50 is
differentiable in Lpm; for 1opo1: Obviously, it is not so in L1m (see also
Corollary 5.1).
We remark that in the particular case Q ¼ I ; B ¼ 	I ; it is well known that
the spectrum in L2m consists of the negative integers and that the Hermite
polynomials form a complete system of eigenfunctions, see [2, 22]. More
generally, when Tt is symmetric the characterisation of the spectrum of A in
L2m also follows from [5, Section 2]. Finally, we refer to [20] for the spectrum
of A in LpðRN ; dxÞ and in spaces of continuous functions.
Notation. If C is a linear operator, we denote by sðCÞ; PsðCÞ and rðCÞ;
the spectrum, the point-spectrum and the resolvent set of C; respectively.
Given l 2 PsðCÞ; a vector u is called a generalised eigenvector if ðl	 CÞku ¼
0 for some positive integer k: If C has compact resolvent and l 2 sðCÞ; we
denote by nðlÞ the index of l; that is the smallest integer n such that
Kerðl	 CÞn ¼ Kerðl	 CÞnþ1: The subspace Kerðl	 CÞnðlÞ of all generalised
eigenvectors relative to l is the spectral subspace associated to l and its
dimension kðlÞ is the algebraic multiplicity of l: The spectral bound sðCÞ is
deﬁned by sðCÞ ¼ supfRe l: l 2 sðCÞg: CbðRN Þ stands for the Banach space
of all complex continuous and bounded functions on RN : C0ðRNÞ is the
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N Þ is the
space of C1-functions with compact support and SðRN Þ is the Schwartz
class.Pn is the space of all polynomials of degree less than or equal to n: For
14po1 and k 2 N; W k;pðRNÞ are the usual Sobolev spaces, and we deﬁne
W k;pm ¼ fu 2 W
k;p
loc ðR
NÞ : Dau 2 Lpm for jaj4kg: ð4Þ
The norm in Lpm will be denoted by jj  jjp: Sometimes we write Ap for ðAp; DpÞ:
Throughout this paper N indicates the set of nonnegative integers and C	;
Cþ the open left and right half-planes, respectively.
2. PROPERTIES OF ðTðtÞÞt50
In this section we collect some properties of ðTðtÞÞt50 and of its generator
ðAp; DpÞ needed in the sequel.
We observe that C10 ðR
NÞ is dense in W k;pm for 14po1: Indeed, a simple
truncation argument shows that the set of W k;pm -functions with compact
support is dense and, given u 2 W k;pm with compact support, the usual
approximating functions fe *u converge to u; as e! 0; in W
k;pðRN Þ and
hence in W k;pm :
As regards the domains Dp; we remark that Dp  Dq if p5q and Apu ¼
Aqu for u 2 Dp: If Q is non-degenerate and 1opo1; the domain Dp is
nothing but the weighted Sobolev space W 2;pm and Apu ¼ Au for u 2 Dp
(see [21] and also [6, 7, 18]).
For our purposes, we only need the following simple lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let 14po1: If u 2 C1ðRN Þ is such that Diju 2 Lpm for i;
j ¼ 1; . . . ; N and jxjjDuj 2 Lpm; then u 2 Dp and Apu ¼ Au: Moreover, the
Schwartz class SðRN Þ is a core for ðAp; DpÞ:
Proof. Observe that Au 2 Lpm: Let 04f 2 C
1
0 ðR
NÞ be such that fðxÞ ¼ 1
if jxj41 and deﬁne unðxÞ ¼ fðx=nÞuðxÞ: It is easily seen, using dominated
convergence, that un ! u and Aun ! Au in Lpm: Since un 2 C
1
0 ðR
NÞ; it is
elementary to check that ðTðtÞun 	 unÞ=t ! Aun uniformly (hence in Lpm) as
t ! 0: Therefore, un 2 Dp and the equality Aun ¼ Apun holds. Letting n !
1 we obtain that u 2 Dp and that Apu ¼ Au; since ðAp; DpÞ is closed. Finally,
since SðRNÞ is contained in Dp and is TðtÞ-invariant, it is a core for
ðAp; DpÞ: ]
We discuss now some smoothing properties of ðTðtÞÞt50; depending upon
the hypoellipticity condition detQt > 0: To this purpose, it is useful to recall
that the above condition is also equivalent to the well-known Kalman rank
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rank½Q1=2; BQ1=2; . . . ; BN	1Q1=2 ¼ N ;
arising in control theory (see e.g. [26]). In the above formula, the N  N2
matrix on the left-hand side is obtained by writing consecutively the
columns of the matrices BiQ1=2: Moreover, if 04m4N 	 1 is the smallest
integer such that rank½Q1=2; BQ1=2; . . . ; BmQ1=2 ¼ N; then
jjQ	1=2t e
tBjj4
C
t1=2þm
; t 2 ð0; 1 ð5Þ
(see [25]). Of course, m ¼ 0 if and only if Q is invertible.
The following lemma is a slight modiﬁcation of a result proved, in the
inﬁnite-dimensional setting in [4, Lemma 3]. We give the proof for
completeness. The number m which appears in the statement is that deﬁned
above and appearing in (5).
Lemma 2.2. Let 1opo1: For every t > 0; TðtÞ maps Lpm into C1ðRNÞ \
W k;pm for every k 2 N: Moreover, there exists C ¼ Cðk; pÞ > 0 such that for
every f 2 Lpm the inequality
jjDaTðtÞf jjp4
C
tjajð1=2þmÞ
jjf jjp; t 2 ð0; 1Þ
holds for every multiindex a with jaj ¼ k:
Proof. Let us ﬁx t > 0 and set
btðxÞ ¼
1
ð4pÞN=2ðdetQtÞ
1=2
e	hQ
	1
t x;xi=4:
Since QtoQ1; in the sense of quadratic forms, it is easily seen that there
exist K ; e > 0 (depending upon t) such that btðxÞ4Ke	ejxj
2
bðxÞ; where b
(deﬁned in (3)) is the density of m: It follows that one can differentiate under
the integral sign in (2) for every f 2 Lpm thus obtaining
ðDT ðtÞf ÞðxÞ ¼ 	
1
2
Z
RN
etB
n
Q	1t y f ðe
tBx 	 yÞbtðyÞ dy
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jðDiTðtÞÞf ðxÞj
4
1
2
Z
RN
jhQ	1=2t e
tBei; Q
	1=2
t yij
p0btðyÞ dy
 1=p0
ðTðtÞjf jpÞðxÞð Þ1=p
4
1
2
jQ	1=2t e
tBeij
Z
RN
jQ	1=2t yj
p0btðyÞ dy
 1=p0
ðTðtÞjf jpÞðxÞð Þ1=p
4Cpt	1=2	m ðTðtÞjf jpÞðxÞð Þ
1=p
and the thesis follows for k ¼ 1 raising to the power p and integrating the
above inequality with respect to m: The proof for k51 proceeds as in
[18, Lemma 3.2] using the equality DTðtÞu ¼ etB
n
TðtÞDu; which holds for
every u 2 W 1;pm : This identity is easily veriﬁed in C
1
0 ðR
N Þ and extends to W 1;pm
by density. ]
The compactness of ðTðtÞÞt50 for p ¼ 2 easily follows from the above
lemma and the compactness of the embedding of W 1;2m into L
2
m; see [10]. If
1opo1; the same holds by interpolation (see [4, Lemma 2]).
If Q is nondegenerate, the analyticity of ðTðtÞÞt50 in L
2
m was proved in
[14] (see also [8, 18]). From the Stein interpolation theorem it follows that
ðTðtÞÞt50 is analytic in L
p
m for 1opo1: On the other hand, ðTðtÞÞt50 is not
analytic in L2m (hence in L
p
m) if Q is degenerate, see [15]. We show that in any
case ðTðtÞÞt50 is differentiable in L
p
m; if 1opo1: To prove this, we need the
following lemma which generalises [18, Lemma 2.1].
Lemma 2.3. If 1opo1; for every h ¼ 1; . . . ; N the map u/ xhu is
bounded from W 1;pm to L
p
m:
Proof. It sufﬁces to show that there is a constant Kp such that for every
u 2 C10 ðR
N Þ
Z
RN
jxhuðxÞj
p dmðxÞ4Kp
Z
RN
ðjuðxÞjp þ jDuðxÞjpÞ dmðxÞ: ð6Þ
By a linear change of variables we may assume that Q1 is diagonal with
eigenvalues m1; . . . ; mN and hence that
bðxÞ ¼
1
ð4pÞN=2ðm1   mNÞ
1=2
exp 	
XN
i¼1
x2i =ð4miÞ
( )
:
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N Þ; then one has, for
C ¼ 2 maxfm1; . . . ;mNg:Z
RN
jxhuðxÞj
p dmðxÞ
4	 C
Z
RN
juðxÞjpjxhj
p	2xhDhbðxÞ dx
¼ C
Z
RN
ðpxhuðxÞjxhuðxÞj
p	2DhuðxÞ þ ðp 	 1Þjxhj
p	2juðxÞjpÞ dmðxÞ
4C1
Z
RN
jxhjp	2juðxÞjp dmðxÞ
þ C2
Z
RN
jxhuðxÞjp dmðxÞ
 p	1
p
Z
RN
jDhuðxÞjp dmðxÞ
 1
p
4e
Z
RN
jxhuðxÞjp dmðxÞ þ Ce
Z
RN
ðjuðxÞjp þ jDhuðxÞjpÞ dmðxÞ
for every e > 0; with a suitable Ce (in the last line we have used Young’s
inequality and the estimate jxhj
p	24ejxhjp þ Ce). Choosing eo1 we deduce
(6).
Let us deal with the case 1opo2: We proceed as before but we have to
estimate in a different way the termZ
RN
jxhj
p	2juðxÞjp dmðxÞ:
To simplify the notation, take h ¼ N and write
x0 ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xN	1Þ;
bðxÞ ¼ b0ðx0Þ
e	x
2
N
=4mN
ð4pmN Þ
1=2
; dm0 ¼ b0ðx0Þ dx0;
dm00 ¼ ð4pmN Þ
	1=2 expf	x2N=mNg dxN ;
so that Z
RN
jxN j
p	2juðxÞjp dmðxÞ
¼
Z
RN	1
dm0ðx0Þ
Z
R
jxN jp	2juðx0; xNÞjp dm00ðxN Þ
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Z
RN	1
dm0ðx0Þ
Z
jxN j51
jxN jp	2juðx0; xN Þjp dm00ðxNÞ
þ
Z
RN	1
dm0ðx0Þ
Z 1
	1
jxN jp	2juðx0; xN Þjp dm00ðxNÞ
¼ J1 þ J2:
Clearly, J14
R
RN juðxÞj
p dmðxÞ: Let us estimate J2: For every x0 2 RN	1 we
have, by the Sobolev embedding W 1;pð	1; 1Þ+L1ð	1; 1Þ;
Z 1
	1
jxN jp	2juðx0; xNÞjp dm00ðxN Þ
4C sup
jxN j41
juðx0; xNÞ
 !p Z 1
	1
jxN jp	2 dxN
4C1
Z 1
	1
ðjuðx0; xN Þj
p þ jDNuðx0; xN Þj
pÞ dxN
4C2
Z
R
ðjuðx0; xNÞjp þ jDNuðx0; xNÞjpÞ dm00ðxN Þ;
whence, integrating on RN	1;
J24C2
Z
RN
ðjuðxÞjp þ jDuðxÞjpÞ dmðxÞ;
and this completes the proof. ]
It follows, in particular, that the map Lu ¼ hBx; Dui is bounded from
W 2;pm into L
p
m for 1opo1:
Proposition 2.1. For 1opo1 the semigroup ðTðtÞÞt50 is differentiable
in Lpm:
Proof. If f 2SðRN Þ; then TðtÞf 2SðRN Þ  Dp: From Lemmas 2.3 and
2.2 it follows as in [18, Proposition 3.3] that
jjApTðtÞf jjp ¼ jjAT ðtÞf jjp4
C
t2mþ1
jjf jjp; 0ot41;
hence ApTðtÞ extends to a bounded operator in Lpm and the thesis
follows. ]
We shall see in Section 4 that the above result is false for p ¼ 1:
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In this section, we assume that 1opo1: The following estimate is the
main step to show that the generalised eigenfunctions of Ap are polynomials.
Lemma 3.1. Let k 2 N and e > 0 be given, with sðBÞ þ eo0: Then there
exists C ¼ Cðk; eÞ such that for every u 2 W k;pmX
jaj¼k
jjDaTðtÞujjp4Ce
tkðsðBÞþeÞ
X
jaj¼k
jjDaujjp; t50: ð7Þ
Proof. Let C1 ¼ C1ðeÞ be such that jjetB
n
jj4C1etðsðBÞþeÞ and recall that
DTðtÞu ¼ etB
n
TðtÞDu for every u 2 W 1;pm : Since ðTðtÞÞt50 is contractive in L
p
m
the statement is proved for k ¼ 1 with C ¼ C1: Suppose that the statement is
true for k with a suitable constant Ck and consider u 2 W kþ1;pm : Then, if
jaj ¼ k;
jjDDaTðtÞujjp ¼ jjD
aDT ðtÞujjp ¼ jjD
aetB
n
TðtÞDujjp
4C1etðsðBÞþeÞjjDaTðtÞDujjp
4C1Cketðkþ1ÞðsðBÞþeÞjjDDaujjp: ]
Observe that sðApÞ  fl 2 C : Re l40g; since ðTðtÞÞt50 is a semigroup
of contractions in Lpm and that 0 is a simple eigenvalue of Ap: Moreover,
every eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 is constant (this holds
also for p ¼ 1). In fact, if u 2 Dp and Apu ¼ 0; then TðtÞu ¼ u: On the other
hand (see [10, Theorem 4.2.1]),
TðtÞu !
Z
RN
u dm
as t !1 and therefore u is constant. We now show that all the generalised
eigenfunctions are polynomials.
If r51; we denote by DðArpÞ the domain of A
r
p in L
p
m:
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that u 2 DðArpÞ satisfies ðg	 ApÞ
ru ¼ 0 for
some positive integer r and g 2 C: Then u is a polynomial of degree less than or
equal to jRe g=sðBÞj:
Proof. Suppose ﬁrst that r ¼ 1; so that u 2 Dp is an eigenfunction. Since
TðtÞu ¼ egtu; from Lemma 2.2 we deduce that u 2 W k;pm \ C
1ðRNÞ; for every
k: Clearly, DaTðtÞu ¼ egtDau for every multiindex a: Given e 2 ð0; jsðBÞjÞ;
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et Re g
X
jaj¼k
jjDaujjp4Cðk; eÞe
tkðsðBÞþeÞ
X
jaj¼k
jjDaujjp
and hence Dau ¼ 0 if jajjsðBÞj5jRe gj: It follows that u is a polynomial of
degree less than or equal to jRe g
sðBÞ j:
Suppose now that the statement holds for r; and let u 2 DðArþ1p Þ be such
that ðg	 ApÞ
rþ1u ¼ 0: Then v ¼ ðA 	 gÞu is a polynomial of degree less than
or equal to jRe g
sðBÞ j and
TðtÞu ¼ egt
Xr
j¼0
tj
j!
ðA 	 gÞju ¼ egtu þ egt
Xr
j¼1
tj
j!
ðA 	 gÞj	1v:
If jaj > Re g=sðBÞ; then DaðA 	 gÞjv ¼ 0 and hence DaTðtÞu ¼ egtDau: At this
point one concludes the proof as in the case r ¼ 1: ]
Let us denote by
Lu ¼ hBx; Dui
the drift term in (1). We reduce the computation of the spectrum of Ap to
that of L:
Lemma 3.2. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) g 2 sðApÞ:
(ii) There exists a homogeneous polynomial ua0 such that Lu ¼ gu:
Proof. First we observe that Apu ¼ Au if u is a polynomial (see Lemma
2.1) and that both A and L map Pn into itself. Moreover, A ¼ L on P1 and
hence we may consider only polynomials of degree greater than or equal to 2.
Suppose that (i) holds and let u be a polynomial of degree n52 such that
Apu ¼ gu; that is gu 	
P
i;j qijDiju 	 Lu ¼ 0: If g	 L is bijective on Pn	2 we
can ﬁnd v 2 Pn	2 such that gv 	 Lv ¼
P
i;j qijDiju and hence z ¼ u 	 v 2 Pn;
satisﬁes gz 	 Lz ¼ 0 and za0: If g	 L is not bijective onPn	2 we consider a
function z in its kernel. In any case, we ﬁnd 0az 2 Pn such that gz 	 Lz ¼ 0:
To ﬁnd a (nonzero) homogeneous polynomial u such that gu 	 Lu ¼ 0 it is
sufﬁcient to observe that L maps homogeneous polynomials into homo-
geneous polynomials so that all homogeneous addends u of z satisfy
gu 	 Lu ¼ 0:
Assume now that (ii) holds with u homogeneous polynomial of degree
n52: If g	 Ap is not injective on Pn	2 clearly (i) is true. Otherwise we ﬁnd
v 2 Pn	2 such that gv 	 Av ¼
P
i;j qijDiju and then 0aw ¼ u þ v 2 Pn
satisﬁes gw 	 Apw ¼ 0: ]
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B ¼ 	I this is the well-known Euler equation satisﬁed by all regular
functions homogeneous of degree ð	gÞ: If we require that u is a polynomial,
we obtain ð	gÞ 2 N; hence all negative integers are eigenvalues of L and, for
every n 2 N; all homogeneous polynomials of degree n are eigenfunctions.
The equation with a general B is much more complicated and we shall not
characterise all polynomial solutions but only the values of g for which such
a solution exists. Observe that a differentiable function u satisﬁes gu 	 Lu ¼
0 if and only if
uðetBxÞ ¼ etguðxÞ; t50; x 2 RN : ð8Þ
Let u be a (nonzero) homogeneous polynomial of degree n satisfying (8):
in this case the same equality holds for every complex point x 2 CN : Let now
M be a nonsingular complex N  N matrix, such that MBM	1 ¼ C; where
C is the canonical Jordan form of B: Introduce a new homogeneous
polynomial vðzÞ ¼ uðM	1zÞ; z 2 CN ; so that uðxÞ ¼ vðMxÞ: Since vðMetBM	1
zÞ ¼ etg vðzÞ; we obtain that
vðetCzÞ ¼ etg vðzÞ; z 2 CN ;
and we ﬁnd the values of g for which a solution exists working with the
Jordan matrix C: Before proving the main result of this section, we present
in a particular case the argument we use in the proof. Let us suppose that
C consists of a unique Jordan block of size N relative to an eigenvalue l;
that is
C ¼
l 1    0
0 l    ..
.
..
. ..
. . .
.
1
0    0 l
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
and write C ¼ lI þ R with R nilpotent. Hence etR has polynomial entries
and we obtain
etgvðzÞ ¼ vðetBzÞ ¼ vðetletRzÞ ¼ enltvðetRzÞ ¼ enltqðt; zÞ; ð9Þ
where qðt; zÞ ¼
P
jaj¼n caðtÞz
a and the caðtÞ are polynomials. Now ﬁx zˆa0 in
(9) such that vðzˆÞa0 and look at the variable t: It follows that g ¼ nl; i.e.,
the eigenvalues of L are multiples of the (unique) eigenvalue of B: In the
general case, we have the following result.
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sðApÞ ¼ g ¼
Xr
j¼1
njlj: nj 2 N
( )
:
Moreover, the linear span of the generalised eigenfunctions of Ap is dense
in Lpm:
Proof. We keep the above notation (recall that M is a nonsingular
complex N  N matrix, such that MBM	1 ¼ C and C is the canonical
Jordan form of B). Let Cj ; for j ¼ 1; . . . r; be the block of C corresponding to
the invariant subspace associated with lj ; and denote by kj (14kj4N ;Pr
j¼1 kj ¼ N) the size of Cj ; i.e., the algebraic multiplicity of lj : We may
write Cj ¼ ljI þ Rj where Rj is a nilpotent matrix. Let us decompose CN
into the direct sum of these invariant subspaces and write z 2 CN in the form
z ¼ ðz1; . . . ; zrÞ; with zj 2 C
kj :
Assume that g 2 sðApÞ: Then, according to Lemma 3.2, there exists a
nonzero homogeneous polynomial u such that Lu ¼ gu or, in an equivalent
way, uðetBxÞ ¼ egtuðxÞ: Introducing the homogeneous polynomial vðzÞ ¼
uðM	1zÞ; we know that vðetCzÞ ¼ etgvðzÞ for every z 2 CN : Let us write v in
the following way:
vðzÞ ¼
X
ja1 jþþjar j¼n
ca1...ar
Yr
j¼1
z
aj
j ;
and prove that g ¼
P
j lj jaj j; for suitable ðajÞ: We have
etgvðzÞ ¼ vðetCzÞ ¼ vðetC1z1; . . . ; etCr zrÞ
¼
X
ja1 jþþjar j¼n
ca1...ar
Yr
j¼1
ðetCj zjÞ
aj
¼
X
ja1 jþþjar j¼n
ca1...ar e
tðl1 ja1 jþþlr jar jÞ
Yr
j¼1
ðetRj zjÞ
aj :
Now ﬁx zˆa0 such that vðzˆÞa0 and look at the variable t: Since
Qr
j¼1 ðe
tRj
zˆjÞ
aj is a polynomial in t for any ða1; . . . ; arÞ; it follows that there exists some
ða1; . . . ; arÞ such that g ¼ l1ja1j þ    þ lrjarj: This means that
g ¼
Xr
j¼1
njlj ; nj 2 N: ð10Þ
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Pr
j¼1 njlj ; with arbitrary nj 2 N: Let us write z 2 C
N in
the form
z ¼ ðz1; . . . ; zrÞ ¼ ðz1; . . . ; zk1 ; zk1þ1; . . . ; zk1þk2 ; . . . ; zk1þþkrÞ:
Consider the polynomial
vðzÞ ¼ zn1k1  z
n2
k1þk2
   znrk1þþkr ;
depending only upon the r complex variables zk1 ; zk1þk2 ; . . . ; zk1þþkr (the last
variable in each block). It is easy to verify that
vðetCzÞ ¼ etgvðetR1z1; . . . ; etRr zrÞ ¼ etgvðzÞ; z 2 C
N :
The polynomial uðzÞ ¼ vðMzÞ; z 2 CN ; satisﬁes uðetBxÞ ¼ etguðxÞ; x 2 RN : It
follows that Lu ¼ gu and hence g 2 sðApÞ; by Lemma 3.2.
Finally, we show the completeness of the system of the generalised
eigenfunctions. Since Ap maps Pn into itself for every n and Pn is ﬁnite
dimensional, the linear span of the generalised eigenfunctions of the restriction
of Ap to Pn is Pn: It follows that the linear span of the generalised
eigenfunctions of Ap is the set of all polynomials, hence is dense in L
p
m: ]
4. EIGENFUNCTIONS AND MULTIPLICITIES
In this section we still assume that 1opo1 and compute the algebraic
multiplicity of the eigenvalues of Ap and estimate their index. In particular,
we obtain that Ap has semisimple eigenvalues, that is the index of each
eigenvalue is 1, if and only if the matrix B is diagonalisable. We denote by
nApðgÞ; kAp ðgÞ the index and the algebraic multiplicity of an eigenvalue g 2
sðApÞ: Similarly, we write nLðgÞ; kLðgÞ for the index and the algebraic
multiplicity of an eigenvalue g of the drift operator, regarding this latter as
an operator from the space of all polynomials P ¼
S
n Pn into itself.
If l1; . . . ; lr are the distinct eigenvalues of B; we denote by nj and kj the
index and the algebraic multiplicity of lj ; respectively. Finally, we denote by
Hn the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree n (so that
Pn ¼ nk¼0Hk) and by Qk the canonical projection of P onto Hk:
We need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let l =2 sðApÞ ¼ sðLÞ: Then the following identity holds for
u 2 P
ðl	 LÞ	1u ¼
X
j
Qjðl	 ApÞ
	1Qju: ð11Þ
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polynomial. Let u 2Hk and v ¼ ðl	 ApÞ
	1u 2 Pk: Then
u ¼ Qku ¼ Qkðl	 ApÞv ¼ Qkðl	 LÞv ¼ Qkðl	 LÞQkv ¼ ðl	 LÞQkv:
This shows that ðl	 LÞ	1u ¼ Qkðl	 ApÞ
	1Qku: ]
We can compare indices and multiplicities of an eigenvalue g with respect
to Ap and L:
Proposition 4.1. Let g 2 sðApÞ ¼ sðLÞ: Then kLðgÞ ¼ kAp ðgÞ and
nLðgÞ4nAp ðgÞ:
Proof. Let n be such that the spectral subspaces of L; Ap with respect to g
are contained in Pn and let G be a small circle around g not containing other
eigenvalues. Integrating (11) on G we obtain in Pn
PLðgÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1
QjPAp ðgÞQj ;
where PLðgÞ and PAp ðgÞ are the spectral projections of L and Ap associated
with the eigenvalue g: It follows that
kLðgÞ ¼ dim PLðgÞðLpmÞ ¼ dim PLðgÞðPnÞ
¼ trace PLðgÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1
trace QjPAp ðgÞQj
¼
Xn
j¼1
trace QjPApðgÞ ¼ trace PAp ðgÞ ¼ kApðgÞ:
To show that nLðgÞ4nAp ðgÞ; let us recall that nLðgÞ and nApðgÞ coincide with
the orders of the pole l ¼ g for ðl	 LÞ	1 and ðl	 ApÞ
	1; respectively. But
(11) implies that the orders of the poles of ðl	 LÞ	1 do not exceed the
corresponding orders of ðl	 ApÞ
	1; hence the claim follows. ]
We describe now the spectral subspaces of L: To this aim, we employ the
same method as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and assume that B is in the
canonical Jordan form. Let Cj ; for j ¼ 1; . . . r; be the block of B
corresponding to the spectral subspace associated with lj and observe that
kj (the algebraic multiplicity of lj) is the size of Cj : We may write Cj ¼
ljI þ Rj where Rj is a nilpotent matrix. Let us decompose CN into the direct
sum of these invariant subspaces and write z 2 CN in the form z ¼
ðz1; . . . ; zrÞ; with zj 2 Ckj : We denote by Hn1;...;nr the space of all the
polynomials depending only on the variables z1; . . . ; zr; which are homo-
geneous of degree nj in each group of variables zj :
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associated with g coincides with

n1l1þþnrlr¼g
Hn1;...;nr :
Proof. Let v be a polynomial
vðzÞ ¼
X
ja1 jþþjar j4n
ca1...ar
Yr
j¼1
z
aj
j :
Then,
vðetBzÞ ¼
X
ja1 jþþjar j4n
ca1...ar e
tðl1 ja1 jþþlr jar jÞ
Yr
j¼1
ðetRj zjÞ
aj : ð12Þ
Assume now that ðg	 LÞkv ¼ 0; ðg	 LÞk	1va0: Then,
vðetBzÞ ¼ egt
Xk	1
j¼0
t j
j!
ððL 	 gÞ jvÞðzÞ: ð13Þ
Comparing Eq. (12) and (13) and recalling that the matrices etRj have
polynomial entries in t; we deduce that ca1;...;ar ¼ 0 if ja1jl1 þ    þ jarjlrag
and therefore
vðzÞ ¼
X
ja1 jl1þþjar jlr¼g
ca1...ar
Yr
j¼1
z
aj
j ð14Þ
and v belongs to n1l1þþnrlr¼gHn1;...;nr :
Conversely, ﬁx n1; . . . ; nr such that n1l1 þ    þ nrlr ¼ g and consider v 2
Hn1;...;nr : Then,
vðzÞ ¼
X
ja1 j¼n1;...;jar j¼nr
ca1...ar
Yr
j¼1
z
aj
j
and, from (12),
vðetBzÞ ¼ etg
X
ja1 j¼n1;...;jar j¼nr
ca1;...;ar
Yr
j¼1
ðetRj zjÞ
aj :
It follows that the spectrum of the restriction of L to the invariant subspace
Hn1;...;nr consists of the unique point fgg; hence Hn1;...;nr is contained in the
spectral subspace associated with g and the proof is complete. ]
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kAp ðgÞ ¼
X
n1l1þþnrlr¼g
Yr
j¼1
ðkj þ nj 	 1Þ!
nj !ðkj 	 1Þ!
:
Proof. In fact, kApðgÞ ¼ kLðgÞ ¼ dim n1l1þþnrlr¼g Hn1;...;nr : Since the
sum is direct, the result follows from the equality
dimHn1;...;nr ¼
Xr
j¼1
ðkj þ nj 	 1Þ!
nj!ðkj 	 1Þ!
: ]
We now compute nLðgÞ for g 2 sðLÞ:
Proposition 4.3. Let g 2 sðLÞ: Then,
nLðgÞ ¼ 1þmax
Xr
j¼1
njðnj 	 1Þ:
Xr
j¼1
njlj ¼ g
( )
:
In particular, nLðgÞ ¼ 1 for every g 2 sðLÞ if and only if nj ¼ 1 for every
j ¼ 1; . . . ; r; that is if and only if B is diagonalisable.
Proof. Let us deﬁne ZðgÞ ¼ 1þmaxf
Pr
j¼1 njðnj 	 1Þ :
Pr
j¼1 njlj ¼ gg:
Let v be a generalised eigenfunction relative to g and assume that ðg	
LÞkv ¼ 0; ðg	 LÞk	1va0: From (14) we obtain that
vðetBzÞ ¼ etg
X
ja1 jl1þþjar jlr¼g
ca1...ar
Yr
j¼1
ðetRj zjÞ
aj :
Observing that
Qr
j¼1 ðe
tRj zjÞ
aj is a polynomial in t of degree less than or
equal to
Xr
j¼1
jaj jðnj 	 1Þ;
we deduce from (13) that k4ZðgÞ and therefore nðgÞ4ZðgÞ:
Conversely, let n1; . . . ; nr be such that
Pr
j¼1 njlj ¼ g and ZðgÞ ¼ 1þPr
j¼1 njðnj 	 1Þ: Consider the polynomial
vðzÞ ¼ zn11  z
n2
k1þ1
   znrk1þþkr	1þ1;
depending only upon the r complex variables z1; zk1þ1; . . . ; zk1þkr	1þ1 (the
ﬁrst variable in each block). It is not difﬁcult to check that e	tgvðetBzÞ is a
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spectrum of the restriction of L to Hn1;...;nr is fgg; v is a generalised
eigenfunction relative to g of order ZðgÞ: This concludes the proof. ]
In order to estimate nApðgÞ from above, we deduce an explicit formula for
TðtÞu when u is a polynomial. To simplify the notation we set
dmtðyÞ ¼
1
ð4pÞN=2ðdet QtÞ
1=2
e	hQ
	1
t y;yi=4 dy:
It is not difﬁcult to verify that, for every multiindex a with jaj ¼ 2k; the
following identity holds:Z
RN
ya dmtðyÞ ¼
1
k!
Dav ðQtv; vÞ
k
 
jv¼0: ð15Þ
The proof of the next lemma is straightforward. If a; h are multiindices, we
write h4a if hi4ai for every i:
Lemma 4.2. Let u ¼
P
jaj4n cax
a: Then,
TðtÞuðxÞ ¼
X
jaj4n
ca
X
h4a
a
h
 !
ðetBxÞh
Z
RN
ya	h dmtðyÞ: ð16Þ
Theorem 4.2. Let g 2 sðApÞ and let n ¼ maxfn1; . . . ; nrg: Then
nLðgÞ4nApðgÞ41þ
Re g
sðBÞ
ðn	 1Þ:
Proof. We have only to prove the second inequality. Let u 2 Pn be such
that ðg	 ApÞ
nAp ðgÞ ¼ 0; ðg	 ApÞ
nAp ðgÞ	1a0: From Proposition 3.1 we deduce
that n4jRe gj=jsðBÞj: Next, observe that the entries in the variable t of etB
QetB
n
are of the form
P
k e
mktpkðtÞ with Re mko0 and pk polynomials of
degree less than or equal to 2ðn	 1Þ: Therefore, the entries of Qt are of the
form
P
k ðe
mktqkðtÞ þ ckÞ with qk polynomials of degree less than or equal to
2ðn	 1Þ and ck 2 C: Using (15) one sees easily that the integralsZ
RN
ya	h dmtðyÞ
(which can be nonzero only if ja	 hj is even) are again of the form
P
k e
tkt
rkðtÞ with Re tko0 and rk polynomials of degree less than or equal to ðn	
1Þðjaj 	 jhjÞ: Now (16) shows that TðtÞuðxÞ is of the form
P
k e
vktpkðt; xÞ with
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Since u satisﬁes (13) with k ¼ nAp ðgÞ; it follows that nAp ðgÞ41þ nðn	 1Þ; as
asserted. ]
Corollary 4.1. The following equivalence holds: nAp ðgÞ ¼ 1 for every
g 2 sðApÞ ¼ sðLÞ if and only if nLðgÞ ¼ 1 for every g 2 sðApÞ ¼ sðLÞ: More-
over, this happens if and only if B is diagonalisable.
Proof. We already know that nLðgÞ ¼ 1 for every g 2 sðApÞ ¼ sðLÞ if and
only if B is diagonalisable, see Proposition 4.3. Moreover, from Proposition
4.1, we have that nLðgÞ4nApðgÞ: To conclude the proof it sufﬁces to show that
if B is diagonalisable, then nApðgÞ ¼ 1: This is however immediate from the
above theorem, since n ¼ 1: ]
5. SPECTRUM IN L1m
We show that the spectrum of A1 is the left half-plane. To do that, we
follow the same method as [12], see p. 128, and transform the operator A1 on
L1m into an operator G on L
1ðRN ; dxÞ via an isometry V between these
spaces. Notice that the one-dimensional case of Theorem 5.1 below is in [12,
Theorem 3], and that it implies the result for Au ¼ Dþ hBx;rui; with B
symmetric, by separation of variables.
In particular, from our results it follows that ðTðtÞÞt50 is not norm-
continuous in L1m; hence not analytic, nor differentiable, nor compact (see
[13, Chapter II, Section 4]). The norm-discontinuity of ðTðtÞÞt50 in L
1
m can
also be proved using the methods in [12], where more general situations are
discussed for self-adjoint operators.
Theorem 5.1. The spectrum of ðA1; D1Þ is the left half-plane fg 2 C : Re
g40g: Each complex number g with Re go0 is an eigenvalue.
Proof. Let b be the density of m with respect to the Lebesgue measure,
given by (3), and set h ¼ 1=b: Let V :L1 ¼ L1ðRN ; dxÞ ! L1m be the isometry
deﬁned by
ðVuÞðxÞ ¼ uðxÞhðxÞ; u 2 L1; x 2 RN :
We deﬁne an operator ðG; DGÞ on L1 by DG ¼ V	1ðD1Þ and G ¼ V	1A1V : If
u 2 C10 ðR
N Þ; then u 2 DG and
GuðxÞ ¼ bðxÞðAðuhÞÞðxÞ
¼AuðxÞ þ 2bðxÞ
XN
i;j¼1
qijDihðxÞDjuðxÞ þ bðxÞuðxÞAhðxÞ:
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2bðxÞ
XN
i;j¼1
qijDihðxÞDjuðxÞ ¼ hQQ	11 x; DuðxÞi
and
bðxÞAhðxÞ ¼ ½1
2
TrðQQ	11 Þ þ
1
4
hQQ	11 x; Q
	1
1 xi þ
1
2
hBnQ	11 x; xi
¼ ½1
2
TrðQQ	11 Þ þ
1
4
hQQ	11 x; Q
	1
1 xi þ
1
2
hBQ1Q	11 x; Q
	1
1 xi:
Using the identity BQ1 þ Q1Bn ¼ 	Q; which implies 2hBQ1x; xi ¼ 	h
Qx; xi; it follows that 1
4
hQQ	11 x; Q
	1
1 xi þ
1
2
hBQ1Q	11 x; Q
	1
1 xi ¼ 0 and
hence, setting k ¼ 1
2
TrðQQ	11 Þ;
GuðxÞ ¼AuðxÞ þ hQQ	11 x; DuðxÞi þ kuðxÞ
¼TrðQD2uðxÞÞ þ hðB þ QQ	11 Þx; DuðxÞi þ kuðxÞ
¼Tr ðQD2uðxÞÞ 	 hðQ1BnQ	11 Þx; DuðxÞi þ kuðxÞ:
The operator G0 ¼ Tr ðQD2Þ 	 hðQ1BnQ	11 Þx; Di; with a suitable domain
DG0 ; is the generator of an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck semigroup in L
1: Even
though an explicit description of DG0 is not known, we point out that C
1
0
ðRN Þ is a core of ðG0; DG0 Þ (see [20, Proposition 3.2]). The above
computation shows that G ¼ G0 þ kI on C10 ðR
N Þ and therefore DG0 
DG and G ¼ G0 þ kI on DG0 ; since ðG; DGÞ is closed. On the other hand, if g
is sufﬁciently large, g	 G is invertible on DG and also on DG0 ; because it
coincides therein with G0 þ kI : Therefore, DG ¼ DG0 :
Observe now that the identity B þ Q1BnQ	11 ¼ 	QQ
	1
1 yields TrðBÞ þ
TrðQ1BnQ	11 Þ ¼ 	TrðQQ
	1
1 Þ and hence Tr ðQ1B
nQ	11 Þ ¼ Tr ðBÞ ¼ 	k:
Moreover, G0 satisﬁes the hypoellipticity condition. Indeed, if E is an
invariant subspace of Q	11 BQ1; contained in KerðQÞ; the equation BQ1 þ
Q1B
n ¼ 	Q easily implies that BnðEÞ  E: It follows that E ¼ f0g; since A
is hypoelliptic.
Since sð	Q1BnQ	11 Þ ¼ 	sðBÞ  C
þ; from [20, Theorem 4.7] it follows
that the spectrum of ðG0; DG0Þ is the half-plane
fg 2 C : Re g4Tr ðQ1BnQ	11 Þ ¼ 	kg
and that every complex number g with Re go	 k is an eigenvalue. Since
G ¼ G0 þ kI and the spectra of ðA1; D1Þ and ðG; DGÞ coincide, the proof is
complete. ]
Observe that the eigenvalues associated to polynomial eigenfunctions are
the same for all p51: In fact, assuming that the eigenfunctions are
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to determine the eigenvalues. However in L1m there are nonpolynomial
eigenfunctions and the spectrum is much larger. Moreover, we have
Corollary 5.1. The semigroup ðTðtÞÞt50 does not map L
1
m into W
1;1
m ; for
any t > 0:
Proof. Assume by contradiction that Tðt0ÞðL1mÞ is contained in W
1;1
m for
some t0 > 0: This implies that TðtÞðL1mÞ  W
1;1
m for every t5t0: Proceeding as
in Lemma 2.2, we ﬁnd that TðtÞðL1mÞ  C
kðRN Þ \ W k;1m for every k 2 N;
t5kt0: Remark that Lemma 3.1 holds also if p ¼ 1: Arguing as in
Proposition 3.1, we infer that all the eigenfunctions of A1 are polynomials.
Thus, by Lemma 3.2, we deduce that the point spectrum of A1 is discrete.
This is the desired contradiction. ]
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